JNH 0404

REF: JUAN 0404 (IN 33997)*

1. RE PARA 3 REF SHERER-1 INFO ON CAPABILITIES AND INTENT REF CUBAN GROUPS CONSIDERED WORTHWHILE ESPECIALLY IN VIEW PARA 2 REF WHICH INDICATES LITTLE OR NO PRESSING REQUIRED. WE ESPECIALLY INTERESTED WHAT IF ANY SUPPORT BEING PROVIDED OR BY P.R. GOVT.

2. SUGGEST WAVE CONSIDER OPERATIONAL POTENTIAL FOR ALL TYPES COLLABORATIVE ACTION. AT MINIMUM FEEL KARNLEY SHOULD ENCOURAGE S-1 EXCHANGE OPINIONS AND CONSULTATIONS PER PARA 4 REF, COORDINATING CLOSER WITH WAVE.

3. CONCUR PROPOSED WAVE 9810 (IN 33363).

(END OF MESSAGE)

*WH Comment: KARNLEY's comments on discussions with SHERER-1 and reflection for HQs comments on same.

C/WH/4/PM

C/WH/4/PA-2POP (MR. SHORT IN DRAFT)

C/WH/4/PI (L. NAPOLE IN DRAFT)

C/WH/4/DRSH (P. PAXTON IN DRAFT)
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